Through Another Night
By
Joe Stein
Damaged and down on his luck, ex-boxer turned bodyguard Garron is as
low as he’s been. Struggling to get through each day and taking jobs he
should be refusing, he finds himself in direct opposition to psychotics and
drug dealers and entering the worlds of gangs and extortionists.
But this is not the Garron of old. He’s been injured and out of the life too
long and to survive he’ll have to dig deep, into reserves he thinks he’s left
behind.
Reserves that might not be there anymore.
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Reviews
‘There's a touch of Lee Child about Joe Stein's novels; one man fighting his
own private war against good and evil.‘
Michael Wood, crime fiction reviewer.
Reviews for previous books by Joe Stein
‘The book has a heart-breaking resonance to it; a bitter-sweet flavour coats
the words.‘
‘Stein is a writer shouting to be discovered. His prose hit the target every
time.’
Crimesquad.com
‘A wonderful book - vivid scenes - depth and substance.’
‘You’ll want to read faster and faster. Deftly drawn characters set this up as
a book that will stay with you long after you finish reading. This is the full
package.’
Crimespree Magazine
‘A satisfyingly gritty thriller‘
The Big Issue
‘Garron is very much human, just as fallible, just as afraid, just as broken
inside.‘
‘Stein writes with real class and has created a devastatingly credible and
hugely desirable character in Garron.‘
The Truth About Books
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